FROM ONGOING CONTROVERSIES TO TODAY’S HOT TOPICS

Should parents be held responsible for the crimes of their minor children? Is affirmative action a leg up or a hand out? What are the potential benefits — or repercussions — of cloning? As the issues confronting our society become increasingly complex, however, researchers need to be informed about what’s really at stake; how to think critically; and how to develop a wider and more accurate vocabulary for assignments that require an understanding of all sides of the story.

Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center draws on the acclaimed social issues series published by Greenhaven Press®, as well as core reference content from other Thomson Gale™ and Macmillan Reference USA™ sources, including the Environmental Encyclopedia, 3rd Ed. and Great American Court Cases and selections from the Encyclopedia of Sociology and Bioethics for Students. The result is a dynamic online library of current event topics — the facts as well as the arguments of each topic’s proponents and detractors.

Selections culled from Greenhaven Press’ vast social issues content vault include these Opposing Viewpoints series: At Issue, Contemporary Issues Companions, Current Controversies, Opposing Viewpoints Digests, Opposing Viewpoints and Teen Decisions. Unlike other social issues databases, only Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center includes Topic Overviews — frameworks that allow users to explore each topic’s many facets and more accurately organize their research.

Seamless integration of secondary sources and full-text articles from more than 45 major newspapers and news magazines provides up-to-date coverage of the issues behind today’s headlines:

- The Nation
- National Review
- Newsweek
- The New York Times
- Time
- And many more

“Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center is one of those rare resources that elicits ‘AWESOME’ from students. We’ve been previewing the product for a few weeks now with sociology, speech and debate, and senior thesis students and the reaction has been incredible.”
— Adam Janowki, Library Media Specialist, Naples High School (April 2002)
UNIQUE STATISTICAL COVERAGE

*Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center* also provides exclusive electronic access to selections from the *Information Plus* reference program. This Thomson Gale series presents statistics, government data, laws and legislation, political positions, public policies and more — all extremely difficult to obtain elsewhere yet required components of most social issues research assignments.

EASY-TO-USE SEARCH INTERFACE AND FEATURES

- Social Issues Research Guide — helps develop information literacy skills as it guides users through research and paper-writing
- Issue Search — provides an initial list of single-level subject terms
- Keyword Search — initiates a broad search
- Advanced Search — targets specific content
- Tabbed Results — distinguishes document types, allowing users to navigate within a range of sources
- Links to related Web sites — links to special interest groups’ sites, online collections and more
- Online Student Poll — allows users to cast an opinion on current issues and view poll results
- Spotlight On — attaches contemporary news items to specific documents

CROSS-SEARCHABLE WITH STUDENT RESOURCE CENTER

Subscribers to both *Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center* and *Student Resource Center* can perform a basic search across both databases from the *Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center* interface.

FREE TRIAL

*Opposing Viewpoints Resource Center* is available for a free trial. Please contact your Thomson Gale Sales Representative.

In the U.S. and Canada: 1-800-877-GALE or visit www.gale.com
Outside the U.S. and Canada: visit www.gale.com/world for a list of Distributors and Sales Offices

**Articles and essays discuss controversial issues in detail**

**Features include an online Research Guide helping students understand critical thinking and the research process**